1983 kawasaki 440 ltd

The LTD was a cruiser-class motorcycle sold by Japanese manufacturer Kawasaki between and
The LTD was the forerunner to the current Suzuki Boulevard line, which filled a gap in Suzuki's
cruiser segment that lasted much of the s and s. The Kawasaki LTD is a traditional cruiser,
designed to be ridden in an upright position. It features high handlebars and forward-mounted
pegs, along with rear-mounted pegs for a passenger. The LTD also has a teardrop-shaped gas
tank and a large, single round headlight. Seven-spoke wheels were standard on all new models,
along with a large, two-tier sear for driver and passenger. The LTD also came with dual gauges
speedometer on the left, tachometer on the right and dual exhaust pipes. Mechanically, the LTD
remained largely unchanged over its four year model run. All examples of the LTD were
powered by a four-stroke, air-cooled twin cylinder engine with a displacement of cubic
centimeters equivalent to The LTD engine had a single overhead cam and a bore and stroke of
The Kawasaki LTD's engine was paired with a six-speed transmission. Braking was
accomplished with a combination of a front disc brake and a rear drum brake. The front tire had
a inch diameter, with a inch tire used in the rear. Fuel came from a 3. The LTD had a dry weight
of lbs. In tests the LTD had a top speed of 96 miles per hour and could accelerate from zero to
60 miles per hour in 9. The Kawasaki LTD enjoyed generally positive reviews at the time of its
production. The LTD was praised for its classic styling. More than anything else, however, it
became known for its long-term reliability with many owners taking the LTD on long trips
without concern for its ability to function in a variety of conditions. In many cases drivers have
applauded the LTD's reliability despite its mediocre performance characteristics. Even today,
nearly 30 years after its production run, used examples of the LTD can be regularly found for
sale. Since the LTD was a cruiser, relatively few aftermarket accessories were available and the
majority of the bikes seen today are close to factory specifications in terms of original
equipment and a lack of performance modifications. A wide range of conditions are available,
and the LTD's reputation for reliability makes it a popular bike with those wishing to restore an
old model to working condition. Used Models Even today, nearly 30 years after its production
run, used examples of the LTD can be regularly found for sale. Submit more pictures. Discuss
this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes
for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks
and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical
specifications are subject to change without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez.
Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle
classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other motorcycle. Displacement :. Compression :.
Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top
providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most
countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List related bikes for
comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get a list of related motorbikes before you
buy this Kawasaki. Inspect technical data. Look at photos. Read the riders' comments at the
bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability, repair costs, etc. You can also sign
up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in the future. And advertise your old
MC for sale. Our efficient ads are free. You are also welcome to read and submit motorcycle
reviews. Rating sample for this Kawasaki bike. You can also compare bikes. It have enough
density. Over 10 spare parts in our stock for bmw k bmw r bmw r80 bmw k75 bmw r65 and the
bmw r ninet. Kawasaki ltd cafe racer seat. The kz was built at plants in akashi japan and lincoln
nebraska. Delivery wed 14 oct tue 17 nov. The original kawasaki kz was a cc twin cylinder
motorcycle produced from to though some later models displaced cc. Work with all seat bracket
top quality seat. And it will not go flat after time. We supply the popular brands for example
motogadget and its motogadget m unit. Item 6 kawasaki kz ltd kz a used seat base assembly
vintage ns 5 kawasaki kz ltd kz a used seat base assembly vintage ns Free shipping on many
items. Sly as a fox kawasaki kz cafe racer i acquired this kz in bits from a friend who had lost
interest in the project recalls 26 year old boilermaker nigel. Cafe racer alu seat pan hump for
honda cb bmw r45 fits. Flat brat hump saddle cafe racer vintage seat cushion for honda cb
yamaha xj af1. I had no idea what i was going to do with it but when i got it home i stripped it
down to a bare frame and just started playing around on my english wheel. Cafe racer seat pan
retro hump for honda cb bmw r45 fits. I am using high density and very high quality foam. Motor
vintage cafe racer flat brat hump saddle seat for honda suzuki yamaha af1. The lincoln plant
built in made kawasaki the first foreign motorcycle manufacturer to operate a plant in the united
states. Kawasaki Ltd Motorfiets Motor Brommers. Your email address will not be published.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Share This:
tweet. Working simply off of a napkin sketch based on the original r In this way you can actually
get a vast variety of parts for your honda cafe racer built including seats handlebars
accessories bags gloves etc exhausts and new electrical as well. Then apply some lubricant like

wd 40 and it ll slip right off. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Make Kawasaki. Model Kz. Needs tires also. Selling this for my sister and other than
some clutch slippage, bike ran very good until it sat unloved for a while. Should make a good
cafe' project. Clear title. Sarah Sullenbarger N. Dixie Dr. Dayton Ohio ? Contact Buckeye
Harley-Davidson N. It starts right up but I would recommend giving it a tune up. Tires also look
great! It has aftermarket wide handlebars with aftermarket black and green grips. There are also
added fog lights. The exterior is a little rough. It looks like it was painted denim black with spray
paint and there is a tear in the seat that has tape over it. This bike has not had any inspection
and will be sold as is. Once the motorcycle is registered, that money is then transferred to your
state. As Ohio's newest dealership, our mission is to deliver the ultimate customer experience
through a team that was built with passion and a deep connection with our customers. We are
fueled by brand loyalty and trust that our customers place in us to deliver a premium quality
and the promise of offering a lifelong ownership experience. We believe that owning and
working for a Harley-Davidson dealership is a privilege. The ability to share our passion with
everyone from 3rd generation Harley riders to future dreamers who aspire to own a
Harley-Davidson Motorcycle one day is a sincere pleasure. Although we are the newest
Harley-Davidson dealership, we employ a team who has more Harley-Davidson work experience
than most, and that means you receive superior service the first time. We listen and understand
what is important to you because we share the passion and the open road together. The
customer base, beautiful facility and all of the support that was provided will be the foundation
for many generations to come. We look forward to being the Miami Valley's Harley-Davidson
destination dealership for many years to come! Rediscover the back roads with Buckeye
Harley-Davidson. Directions to Dealer? Contact Us Terms Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a
legally binding contract to purchase this vehicle. Please do not bid if you're not seriously
interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's User
AgreementBuckeye Harley-Davidson reserves the right to, Obtain and verify the registered
information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or
end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid.
Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you place a bid
before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last hour period
but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last
hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction: You will
be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour
after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: Buckeye Harley-Davidson has done our best to
disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. Buckeye Harley-Davidson
welcomes a buyers inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you
inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility.
Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is".
Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone
Sarah at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration
fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title
service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full
in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by
banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in
our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If
payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds
have cleared. Buckeye Harley-Davidson will help with shipping arrangements but will not be
responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility
for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are
provided by Buckeye Harley-Davidson as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any
claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the
shipper, not with Buckeye Harley-Davidson. The amount of time it takes for delivery is
dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our
facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of
Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your Purchase: Buckeye Harley-Davidson will contact the
successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder MUST
communicate with Sarah at Buckeye Harley-Davidson by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of the
auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm your
intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to relist this
vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send

balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person, bank certified funds to Seller.
Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and
title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete to Seller. The purchaser or
prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed
within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click Here! Engine
turns fine, never attempted to start. I am sure the carbs will need attention. Seat, chrome and
tank are in very nice condition. Bike is being sold in condition "AS IS! I can arrange transport at
a reasonable rate. I can also assist overseas buyers with export arrangements. Contact Allen
Check my other Ebay items for more bikes. Trades are accepted. Make Custom Built
Motorcycles. Model Bobber. Runs and rides great, and is easy to start. Has original miles that is
the original speedometer and odometer in the picture about mile since being converted into a
Bobber. I've owned it for about 2 years now and has never given me any issues. Pretty much
everything replaced when it was built into a Bobber. Has new handlebars, new clutch and break
leavers, new grips as well. It is registered to me but in a state Vermont that does not issue titles
to bikes older than 15 years, so the registration is signed over and acts as a title if your state
requires it. I have done this before and it was a very easy process, no harder than if i had the
regular title. Let me know if you have any questions or need any more pictures. Everything on it
works from the engine to the turn signals, ready to ride the day you get it. Feel free to make an
offer I have a video of me starting it and it running on Youtube but Ebay wont let me post the
link so message me if you want the link. Model KZ This bike is in good running condition. There
is a great deal of potential for customization and further restoration. Some of the bike's
internals have already been modified - primarily the electrical system has been updated - and
the frame has also been slightly modified. Super-light, and belt-driven. The belt may possibly
need replacing soon. Whether you're looking for a bike that's reliable, one to restore, or one to
learn, this bike is great for any and all of these purposes. I recently changed the brake handle,
starter, starter motor, and front tire, so this bike is ready for longevity. Model KZ Call or Text
Eric for details. Model Kz A little rust on the exhaust tips but other than that it is in great shape.
Runs good and has always been taken care of. This summer I went to ride it and the brake cable
had seized up so the front brake has been removed. The seat also has two tears along the seem.
I have never had any problem with this bike starting or running and I have taken it on many long
cruises. Perfect starter bike or around town cruiser. Needs carb work to get it running, but is a
unique and cool looking bike if you can get it running. New clutch, new starter, new battery, new
plugs, fresh oil, HD sportster tank, tires just replaced. A good amount of time and effort was
spent on this solo bike. It's a head turner no doubt. She is straight piped and sounds amazing.
Runs Great!! Starts and Runs Great!! Everything works! Chain Drive KZA3, cc, 6 speed, air
cooled, 4 stroke, 2 cylinder, 3. I love this motorcycle and it holds a lot of fond memories for me,
but I no longer have time to ride and it needs to go to someone else to enjoy so I can free up
some more garage space. You will love the look and feel of the bike! Bike was garaged its entire
life during winters and most summers. The bike is in great shape for its age. It Has New Battery,
plugs and Tires. Oil Changed, Carbs were just professionally rebuilt and bike gone through. The
bike is in very nice condition including seat! The bike comes with some very nice to have items:
1. Original Tool Kit complete 2. An Original print ad for the KZ 4. Motorcycle Cover Cash Only
Please!! Serious Offers Only! New tires and new seat cover. Other maintenance done also.
Hollywood, FL. Day Heights, OH. Huntington Beach, CA. Gresham, OR. Memphis, TN. Rock
Springs, WY. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Kawasaki Kz Year Make Kawasaki Model Kz. Year Make Kawasaki Model -. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model Kz Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month.
Prev 1 2 3 Next. Make Kawasaki 27 Custom Built Motorcycles 2. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The Lincoln plant built in made
Kawasaki the first foreign motorcycle manufacturer to operate
e46 radio install
hd 42311 oil filter wrench
stamford newage
a plant in the United States. The KZ outsold Honda in the cc twins market through the s. These
motorcycles were marketed as fuel efficient transportation; a magazine advertisement for
Kawasaki featured the KZ next to a Volkswagen Beetle with the tag line "Think even smaller.
Both the carburetors and the design of the oil passages were redesigned beginning in Some
models were offered as bare-bones transportation, with no electric start and front drum brakes.
Most, however, had a single disc in the front and drum in the rear as well as electric and kick
starters. Deluxe models also had a fairing and saddle bags. Home Manufacturer Contact.
Kawasaki Z LTD. Make Model. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Air cooled. Compression Ratio.

Battery powered coil. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Tubular, double cradle. Front
Suspension. Telescopic forks. Rear Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Front Brakes. Single mm
disc. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Ground Clearance. Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity.

